Competing Pathways Chart

Setting Event
Hectic home life

Triggering Antecedent
Transitions

Desired Behavior
Following class routine

Problem Behavior
Disruptive outbursts

Maintaining Consequence
Attention- positive

Maintaining Consequence
Attention- even if it’s negative- You will want to ignore and R+ the alternative Bx.

Antecedent Modifications
Brainstorm ideas with group

Alternative Behavior
Choose at least one

Function
Attention- positive

Being the class messenger
one on one time with another teacher
class leader of class schedule
journal activity that is shared after weekend and before weekend planning
Competing Pathways Chart

Setting Event
Comes to school from hectic home

Triggering Antecedent
New skill or individualized instruction time

Antecedent Modifications
Brainstorm ideas with group

Desired Behavior
Independent work

Problem Behavior
Physical aggression

Maintaining Consequence
Confidence in ability - attention for good work

Maintaining Consequence
escape

Alternative Behavior
Choose one

Function
Planned escape

Teach secret signal for help.
I need a break card
Individualized instruction.
Token economy paired